


CHARACTER RECOGNITION: AGE 1 - 2

1.   Teacher places 2 different characters on a board. Teacher
      pronounces the character and the children go and 'touch' 
      the correct one. (Teacher exchanges the place and repeats
      the same procedure with different characters).

2.   Teacher places all the flashcards on the table. Teacher
      pronounces a character and the child finds the correct one.

3.   Teacher shows one picture flashcard and student will match
      the character flashcard correctly (picture and word matching).

4.   Teacher shows the character flashcard and student will match
      the picture flashcard correctly (word and picture matching).

CHARACTER RECOGNITION: AGE 3 & ABOVE

5.   Teacher using picture and word matching method but with
      the addition, the student pronounces the character aloud.

6.   Teacher shows one character flashcard and student will find
      the correct picture to match the correct character (teacher 
      can repeat the method above with different characters).

7.   A group of students sit in a circle. Teacher will ask students
      to pass to one another a character flashcard and when the
      music or teacher says  'stop' - the student holding the flashcard
      will have to say aloud out the character or picture correctly.

8.   A group of students sit in a circle. Each student says out 

      his / her number and when teacher calls out the particular
      number, the student with the particular number will pick
      out one card and say aloud correctly.

9.   "Teacher selects a student to pick up one flashcard". The 
      deck of flashcards either contains action characters or names
      of animals, students will take turns to 'act' out the characters
      or the animals. Other students will guess the action correctly.

10. Teacher gives each student one flashcard. Teacher calls out
      the student individually at random and each student will
      pronounce the character flashcard correctly.

11. Teacher explains the meaning of the character first and 
      then builds a sentence with it.(This method is done before
      teaching a new topic)

12. Teacher writes a sentence on the board with one blank
      missing. Student is required to fill in the missing blank with
      the correct character.

13. Teacher puts up a picture flashcard and students will try to
      make short phrases e.g.: - a ball, big ball or small ball or
      a yellow ball.

14. Teacher writes a radical (bu shou) on blank flashcard. 
      Different group of students will compete with one another
      and see which group has the most characters with the same
      radical (bu shou).

15. Students are divided into different groups. They compete
      with each other in "opposites". The group with the most
      set of opposites will be the winner.

16. Students are divided into different groups. They compete
      with each other in collecting characters with the same sound
      but different meanings.

17. Students are divided into different groups. Teacher puts up
      5 - 6 different characters on the board. Teacher says out a
      particular character and students compete with each other
      and race to the front to touch the correct character.

18. Students are divided into different groups. Teacher puts up
      a picture flashcard on the board. The different groups will
      compete with each other and match the correct character
      with the picture.
19. Teacher divides the students into 2 groups. One group puts
      up one character e.g. (big) and the other group will put up the
      opposite e.g. (small). Students will say the character aloud.
20. Teacher divides the students into 2 groups. One group
      puts up one character and the other group will match with
      another character with the same sound (say - hoorays). 
      Students say the character / word aloud.
21. Teacher divides the students into 2 groups. One group puts
      up one flashcard and read aloud the radical (bu shou) of
      the character. The opposite group will find another character 
      having the same (bu shou) and read aloud.
22. Teacher places about 15 - 20 flashcards (face down) on the
      table. Some with same radical (bu shou) and some with
      different radical (bu shou). Students are required to match
      the same portion pairs by opening up the flashcards.

23. Teacher repeats the same action as above (no 22). Students
      are required to match the different characters in pairs
      having the same sound. 
24. Teacher repeats the same action as above (no 23). Students
      are required to find the different characters in pairs e.g. big
      vs. small.
25. Each student is given a flashcard. They are to search
      among themselves to find the other partner having the
      same radical (bu shou) and they will be winner.
26. Repeat the same procedure but look for the partners with
      the same sound.
27. Repeat the same procedure but look for the partner with
      the opposite characters e.g. big vs. small.
28. Teacher writes a short passage on the board. Students are
      required to put in the missing blanks with the same sound
      but different characters.
29. Each student holds a flashcard. Teacher says out a character
      (e.g. big). Student holding the character 'big' will stand
      up and followed by another student holding the character
      'small'  (the opposite of big).
30. Students are divided into 2 groups. Teacher says out a 
      character (e.g. big), student from the group having flashcards
      will stand up and repeat the word 'big'. Another student
      from the other group without flashcards will stand up and
      say 'small' (the opposite of big).
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